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Let K be a cyclic extension of a number field k of prime degree I, f  be a nonzero 
integral ideal of k, and co be a product of certain real places of k. In this paper we 
study the I-Sylow subgroup L(K, fm) of the ideal class group of K module fca 
(See Section 1 for its definition.) A lower filtration of L(K, fm) according to the 
action of Gal(K/k) is introduced, the cardinality of each subgroup occurring in the 
filtration is computed, and an algorithm leading to the structure of L(K, fco) is 
given. Our work generalizes that of Morton (when 1=2) and Gras (when f is 
trivial). 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a cyclic extension of a number field k with prime degree Z, f be 
a nonzero integral ideal of k, and cc be a product of certain (possibly no) 
real places of k. Denote by 9(K, f) the group of fractional ideals of K 
prime to f; and by K& the group of elements in K x prime to f, positive 
at the real places of K above those occurring in co, and congruent to 
elements in k when reduced module f: Let B(K, fco) be the subgroup of 
principal ideals in X(K, f) generated by elements in K&. The quotient 
group %T(K, foe) = Y(K, S)/@‘(K, fco) is called the ideal class group of K 
module fco. Denote by L(K, fco) the I-Sylow subgroup of %(K, fco). In 
a decomposition of L(K, f co) as a product of cyclic groups, the number of 
cyclic groups of order divisible by I’ is called the I’-rank of W(K, f co), 
denoted by e,. 
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The study of the structure of L(K, fco) was initiated by Gauss who 
determined the 2-rank of %?(K, co) when k = 69 and co is nontrivial. Also in 
this case, the criteria for e2 were given by Redei and Reichardt [RR] and 
Redei [RCl, R&2], and for e3 by Hasse [Hal, Ha2, Ha3, Ha4], 
Waterhouse [Wa], and Shank [Sh]. The first algorithm to determine the 
complete structure of L(K co) for this case was given by Rtdei [Rt3], 
which is rather complicated. Generalizing Bauer’s argument [Bal, Ba2], 
Hasse [Has] gave another algorithm based on genus theory of K. Morton 
[MO] then studied Redei’s result by using Hasse’s algorithm for general J: 
He gave an algorithm for finding generators. Using Morton’s algorithm, 
Strayer [St] studied ez of L(K, fco) for quadratic and biquadratic exten- 
sions K of Q. Lagarias [La] discussed various algorithms for finding the 
2-Sylow subgroups of quadratic extensions of Q. Bauer [Ba3] gave a for- 
mula for the 3-rank of ideal class groups of cyclic cubic extensions of Q. 
The case of arbitrary k, I and trivial f was first considered by Inaba [In] 
who, among other things, introduced a filtration of the I-Sylow subgroup 
of an ideal class group according to its Galois-module structure. Based on 
this, Gras [Gr] obtained a formula of the order of the groups occurring 
in the filtration, and he also gave a general algorithm of constructing these 
groups. There are also results for odd I, in particular, I= 3, in the literature; 
see the references in [Gr]. 
In this paper we generalize both Morton’s and Gras’s results to the case 
of arbitrary k, 1, f, and co under the assumption 
(Al) The idealf ’ p 1s rime to I and the discriminant of K/k. 
If f has a prime factor P such that I does not divide the order of the 
multiplicative group of the residue field at P, then the I-Sylow subgroup 
of K modulo fco is isomorphic to that modulo fP-'co. Likewise, 
we get isomorphic I-Sylow subgroups independent of co if I is odd, and 
independent of the places in co ramified in K if 1= 2. Thus without loss of 
generality we also assume 
(A2) For each place v of k occurring in f, 1 divides the order of the multi- 
plicative group of the residue field of k at v. 
(A3) co is nontrivial only when 1 = 2, in which case all places in 00 split 
in K. 
Fix a generator c of G, the Galois group of K over k. In order to state 
our results, we need to introduce the filtration first considered by Inaba 
[In]. Let M be a finite abelian Z-group which is also a G[I]-module. 
Define, for each integer i >, 0, 
ML= {xEM(xsKer(a- l)i}, 
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and 
MC’)= {xEMlx”= l}. 
Then we have two filtrations of subgroups of M: 
M,GM,E .f. cM and M(‘) c M(2) E . . . c M - . 
Note that both filtrations are finite. The second one is obvious; and the 
first one follows from the fact that (cr - 1)’ = ~B(cJ) for some polynomial B 
with integral coefficients since 0’ = 1. We use the following properties of the 
two filtrations. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Gras [Gr]). 
(i) Foreachi>O,MicMi+l,andMi=Mi+,ifandonIyifMi=M. 
(ii) The order of Mi + 1 /Mi decreases to 1. 
(iii) Zf x 1+U+02+...+u1~‘=1 for all XEM, then for each i>O, 
MC’) = Mi+ ,). 
Now let M be the I-Sylow subgroup L(K, f co) of the ideal class group 
%‘(K, f co). We have defined, for i 2 1, 
L,(K,fco)={[A]~L(K,fco)l[A]~Ker(o-l)’), 
and 
L”‘(K,fco)={[z4]~L(K, f@I[A]“=l}; 
then we have two filtrations of L(K, f cc ) according to its Galois structure 
and its group structure, respectively: 
L,(K,fco)&L,(K, fco)G ... sL(K, fco), (*I 
and 
L”‘(K, fco)_cL'2'(K fco)c ... cL(K fw). 9 - , 
If we assume the extra condition 
(A4) NKIk(L(K, fco))= 1, i.e., for any class [A] in L(K, foe), NKIk(A) 
is a principal ideal of K generated by an element of K& 
(which holds, for instance, when co is trivial and the class number of k is 
prime to 1 in case K is ramified over k, or 1 but not 1’ divides the class num- 
ber of k in case K is unramilied over k), then Proposition 1.1 implies 
L’i’(K~ fm)=Li(,-l)(K3 fm) for all i. 
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As the /‘-rank e, of L(K, fco) is the dimension over the finite field F, of 
L”‘(K, fco)/L”- “(K, fco), this proves 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Under the assumption (A4) above, we have 
i-(/--I)- I 
Therefore, to find the /‘-rank for r > 1 under the assumption (A4), it 
suffices to compute the cardinalities of L,(K, fee ) and Li+ ,(K, fee )/ 
L,(K, fee) for i> 1. In this paper we study the Galois structure of 
L(K, fco), and give an algorithm yielding the generators of the subgroups 
occurring in the lower filtration (*). 
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we compute the 
cardinality of L,(K, fco) using local and global class field theory. Our 
formula, Theorem 2.10, generalizes Chevalley’s [Ch] formula for the case 
of trivial f and co; it also extends Gras’s [Gr] formula for f trivial and cc 
the product of all split real places of k. In Section 3 we derive a formula for 
the cardinality of L,+,(K, fa)/L,(K, fco) (Theorem 3.1) and describe a 
general algorithm leading to the Galois structure of L(K, fco), which 
extends that of Morton [MO] (when l= 2) and that of Gras [Gr] (when 
.f is trivial). An explicit example illustrating our algorithm is given in 
Section 4. 
This paper is a generalization of the first named author’s [Har] thesis, 
working with the collaboration (some parts) and under the guidance of the 
second named author. 
2. AMBIGUOUS CLASSES IN L(K, fm) 
Throughout this paper we fix a number field k and a cyclic extension K 
over k of prime degree 1. Choose a generator c of Gal(K/k). Let f be an 
integral ideal of k and 00 a product of certain real places of k satisfying the 
assumptions (Al j(A3) in Section 1. Denote by L( K, f co) the i-Sylow sub- 
group of the ideal class group %(K, fee ) = -/G(K, f )/P(K, f cc ). When f is 
the ring of integers 0, of k, we shall drop f so that L(K) denotes the 
I-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group q(K) of K. Similarly, L(k) 
denotes the I-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group 59(k) of k. Let 
L,(K, f co) consist of Gal(K/k)-invariant classes in L( K, f cc), called the 
group of ambiguous classes in L(K, f oo ). In other words, 
L,(K,fm)= {C~l~LKf~): [Al”= [Al} 
= {[/I]fL(K, fm): [A]“-‘=l}. 
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In this section we compute the order of L,(K, f co) using freely results from 
local and global class field theory. We refer to [CF] for more details on 
this subject. 
The map from L(K, fco) to L(K,fco)“-’ by sending [A] to [A]“-’ is 
surjective with kernel L,(K, fco). Therefore 
Denote by NPL(K, fco ) the subgroup of L(K, fco ) consisting of classes 
[A] such that N&A) is a principal ideal in k. Then L(K, fc~)~-’ is a 
subgroup of NPL(K, fee ) and we have 
JL,(K, fc0)1 = [L(K, j-co): NPL(K, fw)][NPL(K, fw): L(K, ~-CO)“-‘]. 
The norm map NKIk from L(K, f co) to V(k) has kernel NPL(K, fco ) and 
image equal to N&L(K)), which is a subgroup of L(k). When K is an 
unramitied extension of k, it follows from global class field theory that 
N,+&L(K)) has index I in L(k), while if K is a ramified extension of k, then 
NKIk(L(K)) equals L(k). This proves 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
CUK v/-m ): NPUK, fa )I = lW)l if K/k is ramified, 
= I-WW if Kfk is unramijiied. 
Next we compute the index [NPL( K, fco ) : L(K, fco)O- ‘1. For any 
place v of k, denote by k, the completion of k at u, and by K” the comple- 
tion of K at a place above U, which is unique up to isomorphism. The local 
reciprocity map cp” is a surjective map from kUx to Gal(K”/k,) with kernel 
equal to the image of (K”) x under the local norm map from K” to k,. Let 
Z(k) be the collection of places of k. Denote by nLEzckJ Gal(K”/k,) the 
group consisting of (r,),,rckI, where each t, is an element in Gal(K”/k,) 
and r, = 1 for almost all u. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~~~~~~~~~~ be an element in nkEzCkJ Gal(K”/k,) such 
that nUE,,,, z, = 1. Then there exists CE kx such that, for each v E Z(k), 
cp”(C) = T”. 
Proof. The global reciprocity map cp from the group of ideles Ik of k to 
Gal(K/k) can be seen as the composition of the two maps 
Ik -+ n’ Gal(K”/k,) --) Gal(K/k) 
vcZ(k) 
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given by 
As local reciprocity maps are surjective, for each o~C(k), there exists 
b, E k,” such that cp,(b,) = z,. When r, = 1, we can choose b, to be a unit 
since the kernel of cp” contains an open neighborhood of 1. Thus we have 
that 6,. is a unit for almost all v, i.e., (br)t,Ez,kJE Ik and so 
ceZ(k) ceZ(k) 
by assumption. Therefore (b,),EZCkj is in the kernel of q, which is 
k”N,,(I,) by global class field theory. Hence there exist (~,),,~z(~) in I, 
and c in k x such that 
By local class field theory, cp,(N,,,,(x,,)) = 1 for all places w  of K dividing 
u. Hence, for each u in C(k), r, = cp,(b,) = q,(c) as desired. 1 
As a convention, .cY denotes a prime ideal in a nonarchimedean local 
field, while P denotes a prime ideal in a global field. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F be a nonarchimedian local field with a finite residue 
field and M be a cyclic unramified extension of F with Gal(M/F) = (a). 
Then, for each integer n > 1 and x in M x such that NWIF(x) z 1 (mod S”,), 
there exists y in the ring of integers 0, such that x = y -” (mod 9;). 
ProoJ: Since M/F is unramified, a uniformizer n of F is also a unifor- 
mizer of M. When passed to the residue field R, of M, the image X of x 
has norm equal to i over the residue field R, of F. By Hilbert’s 
Theorem 90, there exists y, in 0, - pM such that x = y,!-” (mod n). Let 
y = y, if n = 1. If n > 1, we find y inductively on n. Suppose that x E z’ _ u 
(mod?-‘) for some z in 0,. Write x=zl-“(1 +x,_,rt”-‘), where x,? , 
is in 0,. By assumption, we have 
l~N~iF(~)=N~,F(l+~~n--l~“-l)~l+TrM,F(x,-l)?ln~l (mod 7~“). 
In other words, the image X,_ 1 of x,_ r in R,,, has trace 0 over RF. 
Hence, by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, there exists y,- 1 in 0, such that 
X n-1= y,_,-- y;_, (modrc). Put y=z(l +yn~ircn~‘). Then 
Y ‘-u~z1-u(l+(y,~,-yy::_,)n”-‘)-x (mod rr”). 
This proves the lemma. 1 
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Denote by p/ the group of Zth roots of unity. By assumption (A2), for 
each place v of k occurring in f, I divides the order of the multiplicative 
group of the residue field of k,, hence the residue field at each finite place 
dividing f contains a group isomorphic to ,u,. Choose once and for all an 
element rc, of k which is a uniformizer of k,. Then the Hilbert norm residue 
symbol (q,, u), is defined for nonzero elements u in k,. Recall that a unit 
u satisfies (rc,, u)/ = 1 if and only if it is congruent to an Zth power when 
reduced modulo the prime ideal of k,. The following lemma generalizes this 
fact to prime power modulus. When cc is nontrivial, we have I= 2 by 
assumption (A3); for v dividing co, we use (rr,, u), to denote the sign of u 
in k,. The index I is dropped when there is no confusion. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let v be a finite place of k such that 1 is prime to the 
residual characteristic of k,, n be a positive integer, and a be an element in 
k * which is a unit at v. Suppose that (K”, a) := (z,, a),= 1. Then there exists 
d in k” such that a E d’ (mod Pr). 
Proof: Since (n,, a) = 1, there exists g in k x such that a z gt (mod P,), 
so a = g’(1 +a,) for some a, in P,. Since I is a unit in k,, there exists c1 
in P, such that fc, E a, (mod Pi). Hence (1 + cl)‘= 1 + Ic, (mod PE) and so 
a=g’(l+a,)=g’(l+c,)‘(modP~) with g(l+c,) in k”. By continuing 
this process, we can find d in 0, but not in P, such that a= d’ 
(mod Pz). 1 
By saying that an element x in K is prime to an integral ideal A of K we 
mean that none of the prime ideals dividing A occur in the factorization of 
the principal ideal 0,x. Recall that K& consists of elements in K prime to 
f, positive at the real places of K dividing co, and congruent to elements in 
k when reduced modulo f: Let k,” consist of elements in k x prime to J: 
Denote by S the set of all places in k ramified in K. Let T be the subgroup 
of IIveS Gal(K”/kJ llulfm ruI consisting of elements (rV,, /3,),,Es,,,rm with 
n LllES t,, = 1, and let ,4 be the set of elements a in k,” such that 
0,a = N&A) for some ideal A in Y(K, f ). 
THEOREM 2.5. The map 8: A+Tdej?nedby aH (q,(a), (n”, a)),,ES,vlfoo 
is surjective with kernel equal to N&KY*). 
Proof For each a in A, 0,a = N&A) for some ideal A in Y(K, f ). 
This implies that, for each place v of k which is inert in K, q,(a) = 1. Also, 
for places v of k splitting completely in K, we have K” isomorphic to k, and 
so q,(a) = 1. From the product formula n,.,,,, q,(a) = 1 we then have 
l-I,<.. cp,.(a) = 1. Hence the image of 8 is contained in T. Conversely, let 
(T”,V P”)“~d,~“,/cc be an element in T. For v’ not in S, set t,, = 1. Then 
(Lf) v9EZckj IS in nLEZckj Gal(K”/k,) and ‘n,.,,,, rv = 1. By Lemma 2.2, 
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there exists b in k x such that q,(b) = r, for all u in C(k). For each place 
u of k dividingf, fix a place w  of K dividing u. Then we have b in the kernel 
of cp”, which is N,,(K; ). Write b = N,,,(x,.). If there are other places w’ 
of K dividing v, put x,,,, = 1; then by the weak approximation theorem, 
there exists x in K x such that x is close to x,. at w  and to 1 at w’ over 
all places of K dividing $ Hence NK,Jx) is close to b at all places v of k 
dividing f, i.e., bN,,(x-‘) is a unit at k, at all places u di.viding f: For u 
occurring in foe, set y”= (rc,, bN,,,(x--‘)) and 6, = B,/JJ,; both are 
elements of pLI. By the weak approximation theorem, there exists c in k, 
which is a unit in k, for all u dividing f, such that (rc”, c) = 6, for all u 1 fx. 
At each place v occurring in f (resp. co) and w  of K dividing u, K,, is 
unramified over k,, so there exists a unit (resp. an element) U, in K,, such 
that N,,,,(u,) = c. For any other places w’ of K dividing v, set u,.. = I. By 
the weak approximation theorem, there exists u in K” which is close to 
u,. at all w  and to 1 at all w’. Then N,&u) is close to c at all places u 
occurring in fco. This yields (no, NKIp(u))= (rt,, c)=6, for all places 
u ) f oo. Consider the element u = bN,,,(x- ‘u) in k; . Then for u’ in S, 
cp,,(a) = cp,WG,,W’4)= v,,(b) = t,,, 
and, for each place v occurring in f co, 
(7~3, a) = (TC,, bN,,,(x-‘4) = y,6,. = &. 
Next we show that a is in /i; i.e., we find an ideal A in 9(K, f) such that 
0,~ = N&A). For a finite place u in S, P, is ramified in K, so there is only 
one place w  in K dividing u and NK,,J P,) = P,. For a finite place u not in 
S, u either splits completely or is inert in K. If it splits completely, then 
N&P,,,) = P, for any place of K dividing u. Choose a place w(u) of K 
dividing u. If it is inert in K, then O,P, = P, and N&PM,) = P’,, In this 
case the condition q,(u) = q,(b) = 1 implies a lying in N,.,,(K,? ), and hence 
I) ord, a. Set 
where all u in the product are finite, S, is the set of all finite places of k 
splitting completely in K, and S2 is the set of all finite places of k inert in 
K. Hence N&A) = 0,~. As a is a unit in k, for all places u dividing S, we 
have that A belongs to Y(K, f ), i.e., a E A. This shows that 0 is surjective. 
It remains to prove that the kernel of 13 is N&K&,). First, let u be an 
element in N&K&,), say, a = N,,(x) with x E K& and x z b (mod f) for 
some element b in k. Hence, for each u dividing f, x = b (mod P,) and so 
a = N,,,(x) s b’ (mod P,), h ence (n,, a) = 1. The same is true at u dividing 
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cc since x is positive over co. As a in k x is a global norm from K, it is also 
a local norm at each place of k. In particular, p,(a) = 1 for all u’ E S. 
Therefore N&K&) is contained in the kernel of 0. Conversely, let a be an 
element in the kernel of 19, i.e., O,a= N&,4) for some A EY(K, f) with 
q,,(a)= 1 for all U’ES and (q, a)= 1 for all u occurring infcc. We want 
to prove that a is in N&K&). As N&K,“,) contains (k,” )I, multiplying 
a by some element in (k,” )’ if necessary, we may assume that a E Ok. Since 
we also have q,(a) = 1 for u not in S, by Hasse’s Norm Theorem, there 
exists x in K X prime to f such that N&X) = a. For a place v dividing J 
write f, for ord, f: We show that, for each place v in k dividing f and each 
place w  in K dividing v, there exist y, in K,” and d, in Ok-P, such that 
XYW O- ’ z d, (mod P$). Since (z,, a) = 1, by Lemma 2.4, there exists d, E k x 
such that a= dt (mod PC). Hence a= N&X) =NK,,Jdo) (mod P:), i.e., 
N&xd;‘)z 1 (mod Pfi). If u is inert in K, then NKlk(xd;‘)= 
N,,,(xd;‘) 3 1 (mod P:), where w  is the only place in K dividing u. By 
Lemma 2.3, there exists y, in K,,, such that xyz-’ z d, (mod P$). As K is 
dense in K,, we may choose y, in K ‘. Next, assume that u splits com- 
pletely in K, say, P, = P,, ... P,,, where P,,,, = P;, and i is taken modulo 
1. Since for each i, K,, is isomorphic to k,, there exists d, in 0, - P, such 
that x = dj (mod Pi). We denote this by 
xzd,, d2, . . . . dr-,,d, 
Since 
x= E d,, d,, . . . . d,- 2, d[- 1 
we find 
N&x) - d, dz . ‘. dl 
and hence 
mod Pfi,, P&, . . . . PC_,, P$,, respectively. 
mod P$,, P$, . . . . P$,, PC, respectively, 
(mod P$ for all i = 1, 2, . . . . I, 
d L E a E N&X) E d, d2 . . . d, (mod P$). 
This then implies the existence of a,, a*, . . . . a, in 0, - P, satisfying 
4 a,-a, 
4 
(mod PC and hence mod P$)), 
d a.=- 
’ di+lai+l (mod Pfv and hence mod PC,,) for i= 1, . . . . I- 1. 
By the weak approximation theorem, there exists y E K x such that 
Y = al, a2, . . . . aI-, , aI mod Pfu WI ’ P$, . . . . P&, , Pfu WI’ respectively. 
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Thus 
and 
a-,=a, a1 al-2 Q/-l ?’ - -, . ..) - - 
aI’ a2 a,-,’ 4 
mod P&, P$, . . . . Pi,;,-,, P&. 
Hence 
sd,, d,, . . . . d,, d, mod P/” P*! n’, 2 “2’ . ..’ Pf! “, , , P$,, respectively. 
Therefore for each w  dividing u, letting .Y~, = y, we have xyz. -’ E d,. 
(mod PC). Also from the assumption on a we know that x has the same 
sign at the two places of K over any o in co. Now, by the weak approxima- 
tion theorem, there exist y in K x and d in k x such that (1) y s y, 
(mod Pk) and d = d, (mod Pk) for all u dividing f and w  dividing u; and 
(2) at each II dividing CO, y has the same sign at the two places of K over 
u if x is positive at both places, and y has opposite signs if x is negative at 
both places. Put z = .~y~-‘. Then z=d (mod f) and is positive at the 
places dividing cc. Hence z is in K,?, and N&Z) = N,,(x) = a = N,,,,(A ), 
as desired. 1 
Remark 2.6. The map 8 restricted to the group of units Uk of k has 
image E = O( U,) with the kernel equal to Uk n N,,,(K& ). Therefore, we 
have JEl = [U,: U,nN,,(K,“,)]. 
LEMMA 2.7. If [A] is an element in L(K, fco) and [A] = [B]‘-” for 
some B in 9(K, f), then there exists C in Y(K, f) with [C] in L( K, f cc ) 
and [A] = [Cl’-“. 
Proof. Write [B] = [C] [II] with the order of [C] a power of 1 and 
the order of [O] prime to 1. Then [A][C]“-’ = [O]‘-“. But [A][CJ”-’ 
is in L( K, fco) and [II] ’ -u has order prime to I, so both are equal to 1. 
Therefore, [A] = [Cl’-“. 1 
THEOREM 2.8. 8 induces a map 0: NPL(K, f Go) + T/E defined b? 
[A] H %(a) E, where a E k,” generates the ideal N&A). Then 0 is surjectiue 
with kernel equal to L(K, foe)‘-“. 
ProoJ Clearly, 0 is well-defined. Denote by m the order of the quotient 
group Gf(K, f co)/L(K, fco); then m is prime to 1. Let t be an element in T. 
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Since T is an I-group, there is an element s in T such that s”’ = t. By 
Theorem 2.5, there exist a in k/” and an ideal A in 9(K, f) such that 
N&A) = 0,a and e(a) =s. Write A = BC, where the order of [B] is a 
power of I and the order of [C] is prime to 1 and both B and C are prime 
to J Then C” is in S(K, fco ) and A” represents a class in NPL(K, f co) 
with NKlk(Am) = Okam and O(am) = t. This shows that B is surjective. To 
show that the kernel is L(K, fco)l-a, note first that if [A] = CO]‘-” with 
[O] in L(K, fm), then A = D’--OOKx for some x in K/“,, so N,&A) = 
NK,,JOkx) = OkNKIk(x) and e( [A]) = B(N,,,(x))E= E. Conversely, let 
[B ] E Ker 8. Then N&B) = 0,b for some b in k/” and 0(b) in E. 
Multiplying b by a unit if necessary, we may assume that b lies in the 
kernel of 8, that is, b = N,&y) for some y in K& by Theorem 2.5. 
Thus N&BO,y-‘) = 0,. Then there exists J in 9(K, f) such that 
B = J’-OO, y, so [B] = [J]’ W-6. By Lemma 2.7, we may choose J so that 
[J] is in L(K, f co). This proves the theorem. 1 
It follows from Theorem 2.8 and Remark 2.6 that 
CNWK fm): UK fW-‘I = CT: El = Lu . &; 
k* 
cKx ),. 
Klk fm 
Denote by s the cardinality of the set S, in other words, s is the number 
of places in k ramified in K. Put 
t= 
i 
0 if s=O 
S-l if s > 0. 
Then ITI =lf+lfsll, where lfcol denotes the number of places in k 
occurring in f co. We have shown 
THEOREM 2.9. 
where t is defined above and ( f oo) is the number of places of k occurring 
in fco. 
Combining Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.9 together, we obtain the 
number of ambiguous classes in L(K, f co), which generalizes Chevalley’s 
[Ch] formula for the case where f and co are both trivial: 
THEOREM 2.10. 
IL(k)1 1 S+‘fCO--l 
tL1(K’ f a)’ = [u,: uk n NKlk(KfXoo)]’ 
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where s denotes the number of places in k ramified in K and ) f co 1 denotes 
the number of places in k occurring in f 00. 
COROLLARY 2.11. If 1 does not divide the class number of k, then 
/s+lfJrl-~l 
‘L1(K7fooN= [Uk: U,nN,,,(K,“,)]’ 
Finally, we examine the case where 1= 2 and cc is the product of all real 
places of k split in K. Then Uk n N&K&) is contained in the group U: 
of totally positive units in k and [U,: Uk n N&K&)] = [ Uk: U:] 
[UC : UC n N,,(Kf”,)]. Let r denote the number of real places of k. Then 
the subgroup of totally positive elements in k X has index 2’ in k x, hence 
the group of principal ideals of k generated by totally positive elements has 
index 2’/[ U,: U: ] in the group of principal ideals of k. This shows that 
the 2-Sylow subgroup L+(k) of the restricted ideal class group of k has 
cardinality IL(k)( 2’/[U,: U:]. Denote by s+ the number of finite places 
of k ramified in K; then T=S-s+ + 1001. Write LT(K,f) for L,(K, fm). 
Theorem 2.10 in this case becomes 
COROLLARY 2.12 (Gras [Gr] when f is trivial). 
/L+(k)/ 2S++1/1--1 
‘L’(K7f)‘= [U;: Up ~-IN&K;)]’ 
where L +(k) is the 2-Sylow subgroup of the restricted ideal class group of 
k, s + denotes the number of finite places of k ramified in K, and If I denotes 
the number of places occurring in jI 
We remark that the above formula is valid with 2 replaced by any 
prime 1. 
3. THE CARDINALITY OF Li+l(K, fCo)/Li(K, fa) AND AN ALGORITHM 
In Section 1 we defined, for ia 1, the subgroups 
L,(K, foe)= {[A]~L(K,foo)l [A]~Ker(a-- l)j), 
which gave rise to the filtration 
L,(K,fco)cL,(K, fco)s ... sL(K,fc~) 
of L(K, fco). In this section we compute the cardinalities of the successive 
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quotients in the above filtration. Our method also leads to a general algo- 
rithm to obtain the structure of L(K, fco). 
Fix an i> 1. Observe that Li+l(K,fm)"-'~Li(K,fco)~Li+l(K,f~) 
and Li+ ,(K, fco)/L,+ ,(K, fco)+’ is isomorphic to L,(K, fee). Hence 
Denote by NPL,(K, So3 ) the subgroup of L,(K, fco) consisting of classes 
[A] such that N&A) is a principal ideal of k. It clearly contains 
L,+,(K, fco)O-i. As NPL,(K, So3) is the kernel of the norm map from 
L,(K,fco) to L(k), we have 
To compute the last index, choose a Gal(K/k)-invariant subgroup 4 of 
9(K, S) whose image in V(K, f~) is L,(K, Sco) and set 
/ii={a~kIUka=N,,(A)forsomeA~~~. (3.1) 
Take a class in NPL,(K, fco). It is represented by some A E A. If BE 4 
also represents the same class, then A = BOK y for some y E K,",, and 
hence the generators of N&A) and N&B) differ by an element 
in U,N,,,(Kf”,). This shows that the map $ from NPL,(K, fm) to 
/ii/(UkNKlk(Kfm)nni) by sending the class [A] to the coset 
a( Uk N,.& K& ) n /ii) with 0,~ = NKIk( A ) is a well-defined surjective 
homomorphism. The kernel of $ contains Li+ ,(K, fee)“-’ because 
[A] = [B]"- ’ implies that N&A) is generated by an element in N&K&). 
Conversely, suppose A E 4 represents a class in the kernel of @, that is, 
N&A) = Oku with a in U,N,,(K,",). We may then assume UE N&K&,) 
and write a = NKIk( y) for some y E Kfx, . This shows that A = B"- '0, y for 
some ideal B in Y(K, f). By Lemma 2.7, we may assume that the class [B] 
lies in L(K, fco) and [A] =[B]"- ’ implies that [B] lies in Li+ ,(K, fan). 
This proves that Li+ ,(K, fco)O-’ is the kernel of $. We have proven that 
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In the last equality we have used the fact that Uk N,,(K& ) n Ai = 
U,(N,,( KfX, ) n Ai) since Ai contains Uk. Summarizing the above com- 
putations, we arrive at 
Combined with Theorem 2.10, the above formula can be expressed as 
THEOREM 3.1. 
‘Li+l(K’ fm)‘Li(K’ foe)’ = INKIk(Li(K, foo))I [/it: A,n N,&KfXnr,)]’ 
where Ai is defined by (3.1) and NKIk(Li(K, fco)) is a subgroup ofL(k). 
Note that if we let L,(K, f cc ) contain only the identity class and Y0 con- 
tain only the ideal O,, then A, = Uk and the theorem above for i = 0 is 
nothing but Theorem 2.10. Under the assumption that I is prime to the 
class number of k, the formula above simplifies as 
Remark 3.2. The map 8 in Theorem 2.5, when restricted to Ai, has 
kernel equal to Ain N&K;“,). To compute [A,: Ain N&K&)], we fix 
a generator 0 in Gal(K/k) and a primitive Eth root of unity [. For each u 
in S or u( fco and aE /li, denote by [a]” the element in h/lb given by 
and 
for u E S, 
(7tv, a) = [c”lc for v/f. 
Note that nin N,,(Kf”,) contains /if. 
Regard AJA f as a finite-dimensional IF,-vector space with a basis 
represented by elements a 1, a*, . . . . a, in Ai. Therefore [/ii: Ain NKIk(K,Tm)] 
= [A,/Af: (Ain N&K&))/Af] is the rank of the matrix 
Mi=(Ca,l,),.,,..,.j..~+I.~,I, 
where u, , . . . . u, are the places in k ramified in K and u,, 1, . . . . II,+ ,fm, are the 
places occurring in f co. 
Now we describe an algorithm to determine the Galois structure of 
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L(K, fco ). We construct 4 associated to the filtration L,(K, fco ) as 
follows. 
First, the classes in L,(K, fco) are represented by products of ideals of 
the following two types: 
(i) invariant ideals: the prime ideals in K dividing the discriminant 
of K over k and ideals representing the classes in L(k, fa) extended to K; 
(ii) ideals A in Y(K, f) such that A”-’ = 0,x for some x in K&. 
These x can be found by solving N&X) = e for each unit e in 
u, n N,,Wf”, ). 
Choose a Gal(K/k)-invariant subgroup 9i from the above ideals such that 
it represents the classes in L,(K, fco). Note that it may contain principal 
ideals. 
Next, suppose we know L,(K, So3 ) and 4.; we want to construct 4+ I . 
From $ we get 
/li= {aEkIOka=N,,,(A)forsomeAE~~. 
As noted before, an ideal A E 4 determines a class [A] = [B]“- ’ for some 
class [B] in L,, ,(K, fco) if and only if 0,~ = N,&A) = NK,,JOKy) for 
some y E Kfx,. Hence we look for elements in z4i n N&K&). This can be 
done by first finding coset representatives a,, u2, . . . . a, of a basis of /ii//ii. 
Then, by elementary row operations, we bring the matrix Mi in Remark 3.2 
to a row-reduced matrix. The same procedure yields a basis of 
(Ain NK/k(KfXoo))/Af- Let ~1, ~2, -, c, be its coset representatives, Then 
Okcj = N&A/) for some Aj E $ and cj = NK/k(yj) for some yj E K& . Thus 
there exists Bj E $(K, f) such that Aj = B;- ‘0, yj. Adjusting Bj as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.7, we may assume that [Bj] E L(K, f co). Take A+, to 
be the group generated by 4 and all the conjugates of Bj, 1 d j < r, under 
Gal( K/k). 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we compute an example under the assumption that I is 
prime to the class number of K. Take co to be trivial and f = PIP2 -a. P, 
to be a product of distinct prime ideals Pi of k inert in K satisfying (A2). 
We study the l-Sylow subgroup L(K, f) of the ideal class group %‘(K, f ). 
Since I does not divide the class number of K, the I-Sylow subgroup L(K) 
of the ideal class group W(K) is trivial. By Corollary 2.11, we have 
Is-’ JL(k)l 
‘L1(K)‘=[Uk: QTN,,,(K”)]=~’ 
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i.e., [U,: U,nN,,(K” )] =I’-’ (L(k)\ with s being the number of places 
of k ramified in K. By Theorem 2.10, we find 
1 s+n--l IL(k)1 
‘L1(K’ f)’ = [U,: Uk n N,,(K;,)] 
1” 
Note that a unit in N&K x ) lies in N,,(K,Q) if and only if it is congruent 
to an Ith power modulo f by Theorem 2.5. So U, n N&K’ )/ 
Uk n N&K&) is a vector space over IF, of dimension, say, n-r, and, 
reordering the factors off if necessary, we may assume that if a unit in 
NKIk( K x ) is congruent to an lth power modulo P, + I . . P,, then it lies in 
N&K&). We have (L,(K, f)l = I’. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each 1 G i < n, there exists x, E K ’ prime to f satisfying 
xi= 1 (mod f/pi), (4.1) 
xf z bi (mod Pi) for some bi in Ok - Pi and bi not congruent 
to the lth power of any element in k mod Pi, (4.2 
x;-‘EK;, (4.3 
let ci = N&xi); then ci E 1 (mod f/P;), c, s b, (mod Pi) 
if I is odd, and ci E - bi (mod P,) if 1 is even. (4.4 
Proof. Since Pi is inert in K, we denote the only prime ideal in K lying 
above Pi by Q. As the residue field of K at Qi is a degree 1 extension of 
the residue field of k at Pi, which contains an element of order 1, there exist 
yi in K x and bi in 0, - Pi such that bi is not congruent to the Ith power 
of any element in k modulo Pi and yi z bi (mod Pi). In fact, K,! = k,(yi). 
By the weak approximation theorem, there exists an element xi in K x such 
that 
xi E 1 (mod f/Pi) and xi z yi (mod Pi). 
Thus xi satisfies (4.1) and (4.2). To check that xi satisfies (4.3), note that 
xi4 K/” by construction and also xy E cxi (mod Pi), where [ is an element 
in k congruent to a primitive Ith root of unity mod Pi. This implies that 
x;-‘_= 
1 (mod f/pJ 
i (mod P,). 
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Thus by the weak approximation theorem, XT-’ z ai (mod f) for some 
a,Ek”; in other words, xf - ’ E Kf”. Finally, we have N&xi)= 1 
(mod f/Pi) by (4.1) and =c’bi (mod Pi), where t= 1 + ... +(I- l), by 
(4.2). This proves (4.4). 1 
It follows from the above lemma that each class [0,x,] = [O,X,]~ lies 
in L,(K, f) and [0,x,]’ equals the trivial class. Assume I odd from now 
on. We prove that if [0,x’;’ . . . xy] = 1 for some integers ml, m,, . . . . m,, 
then mi 3 0 (mod I) for all i= 1, 2, . . . . r. Indeed, the relation 
CO&’ . ..xy]= 1 implies x;f’...x~=uy for some ueUK and yeK/“. 
Applying N,, to the equation above yields N&x?’ . . . XT) = uN,,~( y), 
where v = N&U) lies in U, n N&K x ). It follows from (4.4) and the 
definition of K,” that u is congruent to an Zth power module P,, 1 -.. P,, 
hence it lies in U, n NKlk(KF ) by our ordering of the Pi’s. This shows that 
NK,K” . . XT’) is congruent to an Ith power modulo P, ... P,, which in 
turn implies that mi E 0 (mod I) for 1 < i < r by (4.4). Therefore L,(K, f) is 
a product of r cyclic groups of order 1, generated by the classes [0,x,], 
l<i<r. 
Next we compute IL,(K,f)/L,(K,f)l. Choose Y1 to be the ideal 
generated by OKxi, i= 1, . . . . r, and their Gal(K/k)-conjugates. Let ci = 
N&xi). Denote by C the group generated by ci, . . . . c,. Then .4, = U,C. 
By Theorem 3.1 we have 
I”+“-’ (L(k)( 
We compute the index [/1 i : /1, n N,,(Kf” )]. Let u in U, and c in C be 
such that UC lies in N,&KfX ). Then UC and hence u are congruent to an Ith 
power modulo P,, 1 . . P, ; therefore u lies in NK,,J Kf” ) and so does c. This 
shows that if u in U, lies in (U, n N&KY )) C, then it is in 
U, n N&K; ); hence 
Further, if c E C lies in (U, n N&K/X ))(Cn N,&KfX )), then it is in 
C n N&KJX ); hence 
C(u, n N,,W,” )I C: (u, n N&K; NWn N,dKf” 111 
= [C: Cn N&K; )]. 
As n 1 n NK,dKfX ) = ( uk n NK+WJx ))(C n N&K/X 1) and 
= C’, multiplying the above two index formulae yields 
C n NKIk(K; ) 
C~l:n,nN,(K~)l=CU,:UknN,I,(Kf”)lE’ 
= [U,: U, n NKIk(K;)] IL,(K, f)l = I”+“-’ (L(k)(. 
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This proves that JL,(K, f)/L,(K, f)l = 1, i.e., L,(K, f) = L,(K, f). Using 
Proposition 1.1, we conclude that L(K, f) = L, (K, f). We record the above 
result in 
THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a cyclic extension of odd degree I over k. Sup- 
pose that 1 is prime to the class number of K. Let f = P, P2.. . P, be a 
product of n distinct prime ideals of k inert in K satisfying (A2). Suppose that 
[UknN,,(K”): UknN,,,(K;)]=l”~‘, and the factors off are arranged 
so that tf a unit in N&K * ) is congruent to an lth power modulo 
P r+l . . P,, then it lies in NKIk(K,; ). Then choosing x1, . . . . x, as in 
Lemma 4.1, we have 
We remark that if g = Py’ . . f PF is another modulus divisible by f, then 
L(K, g) is isomorphic to L( K, f) since S(K, f )/9(K, g) is a finite group 
with order prime to I; therefore L( K, g) = L,(K, g) is a product of r cyclic 
groups of order 1. 
It is shown in [Li] by analyzing the Galois structure of a certain class 
of principal ideals that if I is prime to the class number of K and fee 
satisfies (Al t(A3), then L,(K, fco) has cardinality llf”‘/[NKik( U,): 
N&UK) n N,,(Kj,)], and a method for getting the generators of 
L,(K, f co) is also given there. However, in the case that f contains split 
primes, the units of K play a more involved role and generators of 
L,(K, f cc ) cannot be described as simply as in the theorem above. 
Furthermore, L( K, f co ) # L I (K, fco ) in general. 
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